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Interview with 2014 TIM Distinguished Scholar Kathleen Eisenhardt
TIM Division Representative-at-large: Oliver Alexy

Oliver Alexy

At the 2014 Academy conference, the TIM Division had the great pleasure of presenting the
Distinguished Scholar Award to Professor Kathleen Eisenhardt, making her part of a distinct
group of outstanding innovation scholars that also features Constance Helfat (2013), David
Mowery (2012), and Clayton Christensen (2011). TIM Division Representative-at-large Oliver
Alexy followed up with Kathy with an interview. The transcript of the interview is given
below.
.

Kathy Eisenhardt receiving the 2014 TIM
Distinguished Scholar Award
Kathy, thank you so much for giving us this opportunity to follow up on your wonderful presentation at the
Academy. Let me begin right there: at the Distinguished Scholar Luncheon, you mentioned that, as an engineer
by training, you wanted to say something about performance. That, of course, raises the question: how did
you switch from engineering to management?
Thank you again for this wonderful honor. To answer your question, I was an undergraduate mechanical engineer,
and then earned a master’s degree in computer science. While I was working in the software industry, I realized
that the technical issues were actually relatively easy and that the business issues- the organizational ones, the
strategic ones - , were actually much more challenging and more intriguing. So, I decided to go back to school for
a PhD. While I could have gone into the PhD program in mechanical engineering at Stanford, I instead went to the
business school.
What would you say were the key issues that drove this decision?
At work, I was thinking about why the people who worked for me were doing what they were doing. I became
interested in individual motivation and how groups worked. These just struck me as a more compelling set of
issues than those in mechanical engineering. I was accepted into Stanford’s Graduate School of Business’ PhD
program. When I looked at the options for PhD paths, I realized that most of the areas were emphasizing formal
modelling, which as an engineer wasn’t particularly daunting but it also wasn’t really capturing what I had found
interesting about the problems that I had seen while I was working. I began as a doctoral student when agency
theory first took off— and the emphasis was on mathematical formulations that were trying to capture people’s
perceptions of risk or uncertainty, for example, with a single variable. But this seemed to be missing reality to a
large degree. And so, I didn’t really want to be a PhD in an area where formal modelling was expected. That left
marketing and organizational behavior. Since I didn’t really want to be a marketer, I chose organizational behavior.

www.aomtim.org
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You mentioned that you started from the idea of taking on a PhD. So, why not pursue an
MBA instead and then go back to industry to solve the problems you had seen? Where did
this inquisitiveness for science, this appetite for the PhD, where did this come from?
I wanted to be a professor when I was in college. When I was 19 or so I thought that this would
be a really great profession. Although I have to say, it wasn’t exactly about love of research, it
was more that the schedule looked perfect with June, July and August off, or so I thought. But
then when I actually started doing research, I began realizing how fun it was, how interesting it
was and it’s turned out, I think, to be the perfect career for me.
So, in a sense, the job description as you got to learn it as a participant in the education
process, that triggered your initial interest in the job. That’s quite intriguing.
Yes! I was probably a lot younger than most people in deciding what I wanted to do. Then it
took me a little while to get there. I was initially going to go into mechanical engineering but
then I recognized that I didn’t want to do more mechanical engineering. I could do the math
well, but didn’t have any intuition for how to fix my car. I didn’t even care about fixing my car!
So, I wasn’t sold on mechanical engineering. Then as I started working and managing people,
that’s when I saw what I really wanted to do.

Are there any particular stories, any particular people, that confirmed this initial hunch that
you had, that ‘This is the job I want to take’?
I was very busy in my PhD program because I had two preschool children, and so I didn’t have
a whole lot of extra time to be reflective. I worked on my PhD, I had my family and I was just
very busy. It was more afterwards, when I had graduated and started writing papers that I
became passionate. My dissertation was an empirical study of agency theory. I enjoyed doing
the research, but I never enjoyed agency theory very much. It never really resonated with me,
but rather it was a topic that I could see how to turn into a dissertation. It was when I started
working on my papers on strategic decision-making that the excitement truly began. I was out
in the field interviewing people, particularly key executives in technology-based,
entrepreneurial companies. I had enjoyed research before, and loved running statistics but this
research on the strategic decision process took my interest to a new and higher level.
Probably the most influential person for me was a peer, Bob Sutton. Bob and I joined the
faculty at Stanford’s School of Engineering at about the same time. His dissertation used case
studies to study organizational death. As Jay Bourgeois and I were working collecting data for
our strategic decision study, we decided to pause and pull together a paper for a special issue.
We didn’t have enough data for statistical analysis, and so turned our data into case studies.
Bob taught me a lot about what to do and how to do it vis-à-vis case studies. Now I had both a
set of research questions and a method that really resonated with me.
I think that’s a story you touched upon partly in your presentation at the Academy—that
Bob Sutton was a mentor, to some degree, for the case-based resource for which you’ve
become so renowned. Thinking back to when you started doing case-based work, how was
it different? Was is challenging? I
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imagine that it must have gone against quite a lot of things that the discipline stood for at
that point in time?
Yes, it was novel, but I was also sold on its being the next wave, the next big thing. In my
career, I’ve tried, sometimes successfully and sometimes not, to see what the next thing is
going to be and to be a part of it. Agency had that characteristic, and my dissertation was
among the first – maybe the first – to study agency theory empirically. Using agency theory
was like catching the leading edge of a wave, but it wasn’t the wave that interested me. Then I
saw that theory-building from case studies could be the next new method – one that could let
researchers to develop insights that would be difficult to find in the traditional hypothesistesting, statistics-driven research. It could be the new method for creating insights that
researchers couldn’t see statistically. I also had a very supportive editor for my first case study
paper – that is, Arie Lewin who then went on to found Organization Science. But at the time,
he was an editor at Management Science, and was very supportive of innovative research.
Case-methods had caught his eye. We also had very supportive reviewers. To this day I don’t
know who they were, but they were very supportive of the paper, and so my first casemethods paper was a very positive experience. Then I published several more papers using the
strategic decisions dataset, and again, the process was easy. I know that it seems hard to
believe for people who are trying to publish today, but my fast decisions paper was accepted
with no revisions. As I remember, the editor said to do a few things, but basically the paper
was accepted as is. This is wildly unheard of today, but people at the time were accepting of
research that they saw as novel and fresh, both methodologically and in terms of content. So,
it was actually relatively easy to publish, and so it was going against the grain in a way - you
could put it that way, but it was framed much more as the next new thing to do.
So, if I understand you correctly, and also tying back to your TIM presentation, one of the
things that has driven you in the very beginning, but also since then, is this aspiration to do
something that’s novel, that’s exciting. How do you find that something? Is it just guessing,
experience, is it being embedded in the Valley? How do you get a feel for what’s going to be
fun to do tomorrow?
First off, I don’t think it’s about Silicon Valley, although maybe recently it is. But in the past,
Silicon Valley wasn’t the driver. Rather it was more about hearing a buzz regarding something,
its striking me as interesting too, and then saying to myself, ‘Well, maybe that’s it’. So, agency
theory was the buzz when I was a PhD student at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business. All
the finance and accounting PhD students, which were the major other disciplines, were doing
agency theory research. It was what everybody was talking about. So, it seemed to me smart
to ask: what’s agency theory going to add to organization theory and is it going to be the next
thing? I decided that there was something there, but realized that no one with using empirical
methods. That was the opportunity for me. I then wrote my dissertation, published a couple of
agency theory papers, and then wrote a paper about the theory per se that was published in
AMR. It became quite a successful paper from a citation point of view – right place, right time.

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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Absolutely!
The AMR piece was a “big” paper that asked, ‘Okay, what’s really new about agency theory?’ I wrote
the paper because I wanted to clarify agency theory for myself and also for other organizations and
strategy scholars – that is, what have we seen before and what’s really novel about agency theory?
So, anyway, to answer these questions, I tried to get past the buzz about agency theory, and
examine what was new. It seemed like the theory was framing problems in a new way, and attacked
the pervasive challenges of the principal-agent relationship that show up in all sorts of domains. So,
it seemed like a good bet for something that would be novel and the beginning of a wave of interest.
Then case study research came along and seemed like it had this same quality. Bob Sutton, who is
very energetic and optimistic, was jazzed about the method. At the time, I could see possibilities for
the method that couldn’t be done another way. So, case study methods seemed exciting. To go back
to your original question, I always try to look out a little bit of a new buzz about something
somewhere and figure that maybe it’s the next new thing.
That makes fantastic sense if I give myself a little bit of a head start: if I have had some experience,
if I had great training and if I had seen that I can trust my gut feel. What would be your advice to a
PhD student or a junior faculty member? Is it ‘Trust your gut’ or ‘Develop a gut feel for interesting
questions’? What should they do?
I think as a PhD student the key is to finish your dissertation and get some papers out of it. In my
case it happens that, there was a luck aspect regarding agency theory’s being hot where I was. But
not everyone has that luck. In fact, I could have gone on for years and that wouldn’t have happened
again. So, my general observation is that you don’t have to love your dissertation, and I certainly
didn’t love mine. But the key is that you have to get it done, get the publications out, and get
yourself out, presenting your work to get started in the field. Then once you get your dissertation
and initial papers behind you, you can really start using your judgment to select the problems that
you most enjoy. At least for me, I had to learn what problems I truly enjoyed, and as I look at other
scholars it seems to me that they often have to try a few things before they hit the problems or
methods that really resonate for them. So, that would be my advice – that is, to avoid thinking that
your dissertation should be the greatest thing you’re ever going to do because it probably won’t be.
Rather, just get your dissertation finished and publish a few papers from it.
That makes a lot of sense. I hope that I’m understanding you correctly in saying that you have to
learn to enjoy the things that you’re good at. So, how did you do that? What where the essential
learnings? How did you find out, ‘This is what I am good at, this is what I really want to do’? What
were your personal steps or key learnings? And are some of them generalizable in that they could
be advice for other people?
Yes, I think I was fortunate enough to work with interesting people. So, other than my dissertation, I
have never worked much alone. I had co-authors like Kaye Schoonhoven who had some novel ideas.
I have worked with fabulous PhD students who took me to new places. So, I always worked with
other people whose interests overlapped with mine but were also different. So, I think there was a
re-combination aspect to most of my research. I know some faculty with PhD students who mostly
follow their adviser’s research program. While I think that my students do follow my path to some
extent, I don’t exactly have a research program. I more just do whatever’s interesting to me as long
as the setting is technology-based companies and high-velocity environments. After that, there isn’t
really a research program in my work. In fact, I’ve been lucky enough to connect with PhD students
and other colleagues who are interested in the same general spaces that I am but who also bring a
different lens or see a different issue that had not occurred to me.
Technology and Innovation Management Division
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Then together, we think about what’s the interesting here, what’s the fun thing, what’s the new
thing? So, I think that having diverse and somewhat different co-authors was very helpful to finding
what I like to do.
The other piece of luck was the serendipity that I’m in an engineering school, and so what was
compelling for my dean was studying technology-based companies. My dean wasn’t interested in
finding out about banks, for example. Rather, he wanted faculty members studying the tech world.
That worked for me because I enjoy technology, and I’m sitting in the Silicon Valley setting where
there are tons of tech companies to study. This setting was critical for me because of the
opportunity that it created. I think that many of the theories of the past in strategy and organization
didn’t cope well with that dynamic context and don’t do so well even now. Many prominent theories
were static, or were theories about the environment with often limited insights for executives
should do. This was an amazing opportunity for me. The fact that I was looking into a particular
setting, that was economically important and for which good theories were lacking, opened up
opportunity for me. There are still opportunities in the tech world because the theories still aren't all
that advanced. But I also think that there’s a lot of opportunity in international contexts right now.
It’s not at all clear that the theories that we’ve developed in Western Europe and North America are
going to fit South America, Asia, Africa, or even Eastern Europe. I’m guessing there’s probably a lot
of opportunity here. There’s also probably some opportunity in methods like QCA that can deal with
intermediate sample sizes, and in very large-scale econometrics, too.
What is the one-liner career advice for the Junior Faculty Consortium that I could quote Kathy
Eisenhardt for?
Stay focused!
Stay focused?
Yes. What I see junior faculty doing is drifting through too many topics, and then they have trouble
getting traction. Or they get too engaged in teaching or service. Of course, you obviously have to
teach and do your fair share of service, but you don’t have to do extra of either one. A related and
more operational one-liner comes from Bob Sutton. That one is ‘Three papers makes stream.’ In
other words, focus and always write at least three papers on whatever is your focus.
Kathy, I cannot thank you enough. This has been absolutely wonderful.
Thank you. And again, I very much appreciate being honored as TIM’s Distinguished Scholar.

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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Dianne HB Welsh

2015 TIM Distinguished Scholar Award
TIM Division Chair Dianne Welsh

The TIM Division Executive Board nominated six individuals for the TIM Distinguished
Scholar Award, our highest honor. Ballots were distributed to the Executive Board
individually by the Chair, Dianne Welsh and tallied. Our 2015 TIM Distinguished Scholar
was nominated by Giada Di Stefano and is Carliss Baldwin.

2015 TIM Division Distinguished Scholar Carliss Baldwin
Carliss Y. Baldwin is the William L. White Professor of Business Administration at the Harvard
Business School. She studies the process of design and its impact on firm strategy and the
structure of industries and business ecosystems. With Kim Clark, she authored Design Rules,
Volume 1: The Power of Modularity, the first of a projected two volumes. Volume 2, which is
under development, will consider how modular technologies are changing the basic structure
of the global economy.
Recent works include “Hidden Structure: Using Network Methods to Map System
Architecture,” with Alan MacCormack and John Rusnak; “Modularity and Intellectural
Property Protection,” with Joachim Henkel, “Modeling a Paradigm Shift: From Producer
Innovation to User and Open Collaborative Innovation,” with Eric von Hippel. Her paper,
“Where Do Transactions Come From? Modularity, Transactions, and the Boundaries of Firms,”
was selected as one of the top twenty articles published in the first twenty years of the
journal Industrial and Corporate Change.
Baldwin received a bachelor's degree in economics from MIT in 1972, and MBA and DBA
degrees from Harvard Business School in 1974 and 1977. She taught at the Sloan School, MIT
from 1977 to 1981 and was appointed to the Harvard Business School faculty in 1981,
becoming a full professor in 1986. At Harvard Business School, she has been a Director of
Research, Senior Associate Dean for Faculty Planning, and head of the Doctoral Programs. In
2014, she was awarded an honorary doctoral degree by Technische Universität Munchen
(TUM).
Technology and Innovation Management Division
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TIM Division: Membership Task Force Report
Andre Slowak

Membership Task Force Chair Andre Slowak

In August 2014, after the Annual Meeting, a number of TIM members volunteered for a
TIM Management Task Force, called by Dianne Welsh. The idea is to discuss new
initiatives for membership growth momentum and research interaction opportunities.
Thus, we achieved to gain participants from four continents, thus spanning the entire
globe. Meanwhile, we are glad to see that the Task Force has been approved as a
Permanent Membership Committee. Its members are Jon Beard, Malte Brettel, Shawn
Carraher, Alfonso Cruz-Novoa, Beatrice D’Ippolito, JP Eggers, Amit Jain, Karen Nicholas,
Mohan Pakharel, Debra Sea, André Slowak, Ronda Smith and Philipp Tuertscher. The Task
Force first met on 4 September 2014, based on an open agenda. That meeting gave rise to
a number of great ideas how to win new members and vitalising the on-going outreach
activities within/by the division. As follows, a few core ideas shall be highlighted, while
more initiatives and proposals are yet to come.
The MC recognises that winning new members requires two stages. The first stage
involves persuading new AOM members to join the TIM division. The second stage
requires further improving the way the division reaches all scholars in technology studies,
innovation and related management studies. Participants also noted the high share of
international, non-US based members in our division. It is noted that the rising number of
AOM interest groups, while restricting fee-included membership to two divisions, has
increased the internal competition for members.
The MC proposes three attempts to win members. First, increase interaction between the
Annual Meetings. Second, increase the tangible benefits from participation that matter to
CVs, e.g., awards. Third, create new additional fresh formats for academic discussion at
the Annual Meetings. The latter involves interdisciplinary tracks, the involvement of
industry as participant or sponsor and more.
The MC finds that interaction can be promoted with transparent procedures and focused
informal discussions. Thus, we suggest communicating the rules of being candidate for
TIM positions effectively to new members. There is also a need for a constant flow of
information and updates on workshops and activities going on between the annual
meetings. The MC will implement a Hot Topic Discussion on a rolling basis, communicated
via the TIM website and newsletter. The call for hot topics is open to all members; if you
are interested to contribute, please email a.slowak@uel.ac.uk. Likewise, we welcome hot
topics from academics or industry practitioners. You may like to submit a topic in liaison
with industry. Possibly, hot topics with overwhelming support from the TIM community
could be integrated in plenary session in future AOM Annual Conference TIM Meetings.
The MC also proposes to invite more Distinguished Scholars as guest speakers to the TIM
division sessions and by doing so, attract individuals from BPS, OMT, and ENT.

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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The hot topics calendar is agreed until summer 2015. The next free month is May 2015.
Notwithstanding the commitment of our MC members, we would also like to thank
Oliver Alexy and Bj Zirger for supporting our initiatives at the website and social media.
An increased interaction among the global community of TIM members would
additionally facilitate the self-organisation of members for new PDW proposals. It may
also help collaborating on funding proposals opportunities at the members’ respective
home-base countries.
The meeting’s participants stressed the career function of awards and at the same
time, the brand outreach functions of the involvement into AOM divisions for
international schools. Consequently, the awards should target young researchers, and
provide business schools the opportunity to become mentioned with smaller amounts
of funding (500-1000 USD minimum per award). All participants offered to promote the
principal opportunities each at their school and we appreciate any input from the TIM
community.
Finally, the Membership Committee has set the vision for TIM to be the driving force
pushing AOM to over 20,000 members. We shall continue to contribute to that goal
with our spirit and international outlook.

Topic of the month proposal - TIM Membership Task Force - 2014-2015
Membership Task Force Chair Andre Slowak

The TIM Membership Taskforce has decided to issue monthly research themes as proposed
“hot topics” via the TIM newsletter. The idea is to match members with common new
interests for the following activities: a) Establish new, hot TIM research themes at an
informal level, b) Discuss how to involve industry partners into the activities of individual TIM
events, and/or c) Identify common interests on hot topics with other divisions that could pull
new members to the TIM division.
Please email Andre Slowak (a.slowak@uel.ac.uk), if you would like to contribute with a topic
for the forthcoming months (List serve and newsletters).
We thank the colleagues for the upcoming contributions, which have been agreed for each
month until June 2015. The next free month for a contribution would thus be July 2015.

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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2015 TIM Junior Faculty Consortium

Amit Jain

Maryann Feldman

2014 TIM Junior Faculty Consortium Co-Chairs:
Maryann Feldman and Amit Jain

The Technology and Innovation Management Division of the Academy of Management is
pleased to invite applications for the 2015 TIM Junior Faculty Consortium to be held at the
Academy of Management meeting in Vancouver on August 7 and 8.
If you are early career (assistant professor or equivalent) and teach or conduct research in
the TIM domain, this professional development workshop is for you. The workshop will
provide insights that you need to thrive in the increasingly challenging academic
environment. It focuses on strategies for building a career and increasing impact as a scholar
and teacher.
The consortium will feature outstanding senior faculty members with proven research and
teaching records, who will lead interactive discussions about how to balance the competing
pressures of teaching, research and service. They will provide first-hand and detailed advice
about how to build a successful academic career in a range of different institutional settings.
Participants will also learn about strategies for publishing in top journals, and engage with
the editors of prestigious journals in the field. Most importantly, participants will receive
feedback on their working papers from their peers and senior faculty. The consortium will
also provide participants with the opportunity for reflection and renewal, for networking
with new peers and senior colleagues with interests in technology and innovation.
The faculty members committed to the consortium include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rajshree Agarwal (U Maryland)
Ron Adner (Dartmouth)
Mar Gruber (EPFL Lausanne)
Dietmar Harhoff (Max Plank)
David Hsu (Wharton)
Myriam Mariani (U. Bocconi)
Matt Marx (MIT)
Nandini Rajagopalan (USC)
Olav Sorenson (Yale)
Gabriel Szulanski (Insead)
Toke Reichstein (CBS)
Minyuan Zhao, (Wharton)

To qualify applicants must have at least one full year of experience as an assistant professor
(or post-doctoral researcher) in an academic institution and no more than six years of
experience by August 2015. To apply, please email your vita to Maryann Feldman at
maryann.feldman@gmail.com using the header TIM Junior Faculty Consortium 2015. Please
be sure to indicate the month and year you started your first academic position. We will take
applications on a rolling basis until enrollment is full. Please note that we require potential
applicants to attend the entire consortium. Our deadline is May 15, 2015, however we
encourage you to apply early. Accepted applicants will be required to submit a working
paper for the Paper Feedback Session by June 30, 2015.

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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2015 TIM Doctoral Consortium organizers:
Jennifer Woolley and Lars Frederiksen

The TIM doctoral consortium is most valuable to Ph.D. candidates interested in
conducting leading-edge research and teaching in technology and innovation
management, strategy and organization.
The consortium will be led by a panel of faculty members with proven research and
teaching records who will address key issues in academic life such as publishing in top
journals, managing your time for research, meeting teaching and institutional demands,
managing research collaborations, and funding your research.
The coordinators of the 2015 consortium are Jennifer Woolley (Santa Clara University)
and Lars Frederiksen (AARHUS). Faculty facilitators come from a range of stages in career
and research institutions. Confirmed to date are the following: Cristian Catalini (MIT), Keld
Laursen (Copenhagen Business School), Tammy Madsen (Santa Clara University), Andrew
Nelson (U of Oregon), Corey Phelps (McGill), Renee Rottner (New York University),
Ammon Salter (University of Bath), and Arvids Ziedonis, (Stanford).
The application deadline is Wednesday, April 30, 2015. Only electronic applications will be
considered. To apply, please send to the following email timphdconsortium @ gmail.com.
This e-mail address is being protected from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled to
view it:
a) An updated CV
b)
A one-page statement containing the following information: (1) Your full contact
information, (2) your stage in the doctoral program, (3) the name of your thesis advisor
and one additional reference, and, (4) A 100-word abstract or summary proposal of your
dissertation.
Preference will be given to doctoral candidates at later stages of their PhD program –
those beyond or close to the thesis proposal stage. For any questions please contact
Jennifer Woolley or Lars Frederiksen at timphdconsortium@gmail.com.

Technology and Innovation Management Division

Lars Frederiksen

The Technology and Innovation Management Division is now accepting applications from
Ph.D. students for its 2015 Doctoral Student Consortium to be held at the Academy of
Management meeting in Vancouver. The consortium will be held on Friday, August 7 and
Saturday, August 8. (A reception will be held for doctoral students and faculty on the
Friday night.

Jennifer Woolley

2015 Doctoral Student Consortium – Call for applications
(Due April 30, 2015)
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2015 TIM Division Professional Development Workshops: Call for
Proposals
Aija Leiponen

TIM PDW Chair Aija Leiponen

The Technology and Innovation Management (TIM) Division invites innovative
proposals for its pre-conference Professional Development Workshops (PDWs) within
the Academy of Management's annual meeting in Vancouver, BC, Canada, in August
2015. PDW sessions provide excellent opportunities for exploring emerging research
questions or methods, trying out new workshop formats, and kindling conversations on
important but understudied phenomena. They can take a variety of formats – methods
workshops, tutorials, debates, roundtable discussions, town hall meetings, to name a
few – and address ideas or phenomena that might not (yet) fit in the regular program.
PDW sessions are also intended for professional development of the participants, so
their engagement is essential. We aim for a program of highly innovative and
interactive, and diverse PDWs. Past TIM workshops have delved into such topics as
technological disruption, employee mobility, alliance agreements, globalization of
innovation, MOOCs, patent research methods, business modeling, and corporate
spinoffs.
We particularly seek proposals that are related to the conference theme, "Opening
Governance." The conference theme description explicitly mentions several TIM topics
such as big data, crowdsourcing, and other emerging digital technologies. Furthermore,
governance choices related to innovation, including but not limited to open
organization forms, technology licensing, networks, platforms, and standards are at the
core of this year’s theme, and TIM scholars have much to offer here in terms of
emerging trends both in research and in practice.
Acceptance of proposals for TIM PDWs will be based on (a) relevance to the interests of
the Division's membership; (b) novelty and creativity; and (c) plans for creating an
interactive and engaging session. We also welcome proposals that identify other
Divisions and Interest Groups as co-sponsors but this is not required.
PDW sessions will be held on Friday and Saturday, August 7-8. We encourage you to
submit a proposal by using the PDW form available at the AOM submission site
http://aom.org/annualmeeting/submission/. The submission deadline is January 13,
2015, 5:00pm EST (US Eastern Standard Time).

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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The participants of the 2015 TIM Doctoral Consortium

Keld Laursen

2015 TIM Scholarly Program: Call for Submissions
Submission Deadline: January 13, 2015

Program Chair: Keld Laursen

Specific Domain: The Technology and Innovation Management (TIM) Division
encourages interdisciplinary scholarship and dialogue on the management of
innovation and technological change from a variety of traditions including, for instance,
behavioral, cognitive, sociological and economic perspectives. The problem domain
includes the management of innovation, technology strategy, research and
development, information technology, technology-based entrepreneurship, process
technologies, and the commercialization of scientific research. Since participants in this
broad academic endeavor come from a wide range of disciplines and draw on an
extensive array of theoretical and research paradigms, we endeavor to enter this
complex domain in the spirit of dialogue, debate, and deepened understanding. Our
goal is to have papers and symposia that are as diverse, creative and engaging as our
membership. Major topics include areas such as: technology life cycles; technology
entrepreneurship; new market emergence; incumbent innovation challenges; strategies
for managing intellectual property; multi-sided platforms and ecosystems; open
innovation; user innovation; innovation networks; technology alliances and
acquisitions; product development strategies; managing technical professionals;
technological forecasting; innovation diffusion; impact of information technologies and
the internet; relationship between new technologies and organizational forms.
Special Instructions: The theme of this year's meeting is “Opening Governance.” The
term governance (see, http://aom.org/annualmeeting/theme/) refers to leadership
systems, managerial control protocols, property rights, decision rights, and other
practices that give organizations their authority and mandates for action. Opening
governance involves revisiting these practices especially in light of big data,
crowdsourcing, and other emerging digital technologies that expand the information
and expertise available to organizational leaders. We welcome papers and symposia
submissions that are related to the conference theme, as well as topics listed above.
Since TIM crosses multiple disciplines, papers or symposia that relate to the domains of
other divisions are also encouraged; they may become candidates for cross-divisional
sessions. Deadline for Submissions is January 13, 2015 at 5:00 PM ET (NY Time). If you
submit a paper, we also expect you to please sign up to review! To sign up as a TIM
reviewer, go to http://aom.org/annualmeeting/review/. Remember you have to renew
your reviewer registration every year.

www.aomtim.org
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Division Awards: TIM offers a number of awards:
· TIM Division Best Paper Award. Award for the paper with the most significant
contribution to TIM in the refereed scholarly program (may be co-authored and may be
empirical or conceptual).
· TIM Best Student Paper Award. Award for the best student paper in the refereed
scholarly program. To be eligible for the best student paper award, the student must be
senior author or sole author and this should be clearly indicated on the title page of the
paper. Papers considered for the Best Student Paper Award can also be considered for the
TIM Division Best Paper Award.
· Best Reviewer Awards. Award for reviewers who go above and beyond in providing
reviews that are particularly complete, insightful, and helpful.
· Distinguished Scholar Award. Award for a scholar that has been central to the intellectual
development of TIM.

Keld Laursen

2015 TIM Scholarly Program: Call for Reviewers
We would like to invite all TIM members to sign up as volunteer reviewers of proposals
received for the 75th Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management to be held in
Vancouver (2015). Your help to the Division will be much appreciated. Please note that
even if you have reviewed in the past, you still need to sign up again for the 2015 Annual
Meeting. You can sign up NOW and the review period will be January 21, 2015 - February
19, 2015.

You may be asked to review up to three (3) submissions (papers and symposia) for the
TIM Division. To sign up, please visit http://review.aomonline.org/. You will have to create
a user account and choose your areas of expertise (keywords) for the divisions or interest
groups for which you want to review. The signup process should not take more than 10
minutes. Reviewers are advised to carefully review the reviewer guidelines and resources
on the 2015 Annual Meeting website.

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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Henry Sauermann

Giada Di Stefano

2015 TIM Best Paper Award and Best Student Paper Award
Dissertation Award Co-Chairs:
Giada Di Stefano and Henry Sauermann

We are pleased to announce that in 2015 the TIM Division will continue with the tradition
of granting two awards for best papers.
The TIM Best Paper Award recognizes the best paper submitted to the TIM division as part
of the AoM Annual Meeting in Vancouver.
The TIM Best Student Paper Award recognizes the best annual meeting paper submitted
to the TIM division by a student. To be eligible for this award, the lead (i.e., first) author of
the paper has to be a full-time student at the time of submission. The student must
declare his/her eligibility for the competition during the paper submission process.
For both awards, papers are nominated based on feedback from the annual meeting
reviewers. Finalists are then evaluated by a panel of experienced scholars following a
blind review process led by the TIM Award Committee, consisting of Giada Di Stefano and
Henry Sauermann.
The TIM Division takes a broad perspective on technology and innovation including
aspects of the emergence, diffusion, adoption, commercialization, evolution and
consequences of technologies and innovations. The TIM Division’s domain statement can
be found at http://www.aomtim.org/. As per the domain statement, we welcome papers
from different disciplinary perspectives including management (strategy, organization
theory, organizational behavior etc.) as well as economics, technology studies, sociology,
etc. We are also happy to consider a broad range of methodologies.
Finalists will be recognized and the winners will be announced during the TIM Business
Meeting during the AoM Annual Meeting.
We look forward to receiving a high number of top-quality papers!

Technology and Innovation Management Division
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Darlene AlexanderHoule

2015 TIM Mini-Conference, Mid-Year Meeting
TIM Listserve Coordinator: Darlene Alexander-Houle

During the AOM 2014 meeting in Philadelphia there were clear potential TIM benefits
which need additional meeting time to plan and develop. The first TIM mid-year miniconference is scheduled for 8-11 January 2015 in Greensboro, North Carolina. For this
first mid-year meeting, a pilot, the current executive committee, former division chairs
and members of the newly formed TIM Management Task Force were sent a survey to
select timing and priorities.
The TIM Management Task Force was quickly formed during AOM 2014 by current chair,
Dianne Welsh, to clarify and expand TIM benefits for members. See the article focused on
the task force in this newsletter for more in-depth information. The mid-year meeting will
evaluate initial effectiveness and expand an action plan. In addition, this year’s mid-year
meeting will further develop and plan fundraising, sponsorships and new representativesat-large positions. Responses to the survey prioritize topics for this mid-year miniconference to also include strategy for the TIM division in PDWs, symposiums, doctoral
and junior faculty consortiums, promoting TIM’s awards, expanding opportunities specific
to 2015 in Vancouver and Opening Governance, and engagement with AOM committees:
Practice, International Theme, MED’s Teaching and Learning; Ethics Interest Group and
Strategizing Activities and Practice.
Select TIM members will present their research. One paper will demonstrate the
Evidenced-Based Management ideas, promoted by Denise Rousseau, and apply the
research papers to potential TIM division improvements. Look for more information on
the TIM website and list serve. We would appreciate your suggestions and input which
you can email to Diane Welsh (dhwelsh@uncg.edu) or her coordinator for the miniconference, Darlene Alexander-Houle (dalexhoule@att.net).
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